To whom it may concern,

Margaret Moorehead is a Certified Canfield Trainer in The Success Principles. Trainers who are certified at this level have spent countless hours learning my training material online and practicing my methods to bring greater success to their audiences.

By becoming a Certified Trainer in The Success Principles, Margaret Moorehead has demonstrated to the Canfield Certification Board that they have intensely studied the material and are equipped to be teaching this work in organizations around the world. This trainer has access to 40+ hours of video content, training manuals which include the very same scripts that I use when facilitating my workshops, plus a community of trainers to share other resources and tools for collaboration.

As a leading company in peak performance strategies, we are proud to train individuals around the world to help businesses, communities and organizations create a success culture, integrating balance and happiness among individuals, producing amazing results both personally and professionally. This work is life-changing and is making a difference globally to all who encounter these principles.

If you have any questions about the Train the Trainer curriculum that this trainer has access to, please contact my team at ttt@jackcanfield.com.

Sincerely,

Jack Canfield
Founder, The Canfield Training Group